MOTHERQUEST AWAKENING TO SACRED

Bone Mother
AWAKEN THE WISDOM OF YOUR ANCESTRESSY
MODULE ONE : THE MOTHER OF BELONGING

Bone Mother
THE MOTHER OF BELONGING

INTRODUCTION
Ancient and wise; loving and strong; with hands and eyes that look like
yours, Bone Mother is the first Mother Mandala or archetype within
MotherQuest. She has come to connect you to the wisdom of your maternal
lineage and to open your mother-daughter relationships to the level of Spirit
and Soul.
Softly, She takes your hand in hers and leads you down to the first
MotherQuest gateway into your sacred feminine terrain, into your soul
landscape of Ancestressy.
Behind Bone Mother stands a long line of women who have mothered. This
is your line of foremothers, the lineage of your blood and bones. Bone
Mother has brought them into your presence and vision so you can connect
and draw strength from their infinite love and wisdom. They have come to
nurture you and, if you need, heal your relationship with your Mother. Feel
their gentle and unconditional love surround you now.
Your Mother is a monolith within your interior landscape. Your memories
and experiences of your mother cast a shadow of perception over your
whole experience of life ... a shadow you will not escape from until you have
completed your sacred contract and reconciled what your soul needs to do
in order to love, heal and learn from her.
Our mothers imprint and shape almost every foundational belief we have
about life, from how safe the world is, to what it is to be female and how
loveable we are. We begin our MotherQuests here because how we relate to
the world, how we understand its cruelty and kindness, how we understand
nurturing and relating, how we value our bodies, our unique creativity and
mothering itself, are influenced through our mother’s filter.
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Our greatest challenge is, can we, can you, accept your soul’s assignment
and authenticate your self, to become wholly who you are and stay in a
loving relationship with your Mother? Or not?
Bone Mother is here to help you BE that Strong Woman in your matrilineal
lineage. She has come to help you stand in your place as a daughter of your
Mother’s Line, knowing that you have a long glorious line of Mothers behind
you - lovingly supporting you. From this empowered place, within the
connection to your tribe and to your inherited body, Bone Mother brings you
the tools to break the shadow patterns of abandonment, disconnection and
rejection. She does this by gently, tenderly and relentlessly supporting you to
hand back any issue you are carrying for your mother that is not yours. Your
shadow task has one purpose - to clear any karmic wounding between you
and your mother. Bone Mother is here, with you now, enabling you to find
the strength to break free from your inherited chains and awaken the
consciousness that will set future generations free.
Soften now into your interior world and surrender your vision to your Sacred
Imagination. Bone Mother in her unique to you appearance, is with you now.
So take her familiar hand and let her warmth and understanding become
the foundation through which you perceive your life. Let Bone Mother take
from you the burdens of your inheritance and let her return you to
innocence, acceptance and love. It is time for you to only know yourself as a
loving daughter, a cherished sister, a celebrated niece, a darling
granddaughter and as a perfectly imperfect mother.
Bone Mother is with you, returning your ties to your MotherLine, to the
perspective of spiritual wisdom and your soul's blueprint of divine love.
Your embodied life is your MotherLine’s greatest bequest to you, and their
love, support, and devotion are always available to you. Your soul, however, is
your own. Bone Mother, in her Power will return you to the full expression of
your unique self - without the scar tissue of your karmic bonds and
inheritance. She holds the matrix for you to actualize your soul's potential
while clearing the energetic and karmic bonds that bound you into your
bloodline. Every lifetime we have the potential to fully use our embodied life.
Bone Mother shows you how to live this promise in full.
In her Universal Wisdom, Bone Mother is the Grace of the Sacred Mother.
She is with you now so that you can know that you are always equal and
unique in the eyes of Love. You are one irreplaceable Divine and human
child.
Her gift for you is to know, from the inside out, the Universal Truth of

Belonging
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She who is Strong Woman

AWAKENING BONE MOTHER WISDOM
All MotherQuests begin with the interior terrain of Ancestressy, our embodied and
primordial connection to the women of our blood and bones.

How are you to know who you are as an authentic, unique and sovereign woman during your
mothering years, without staring here?
Your Mother’s* womb was your first universe, as was her mother’s before her. In fact, you were
alive within the cells of your mother’s ovaries while she was growing within your
grandmother’s womb. Going deeper, the ova that awakened to become your grandmother,
existed as a promise, a tiny potential cell, while nestled inside your Great Grandmother’s
womb. You are a woman born a woman born of women and it is with this sacred and timeless
connection that we commence our first MotherQuest.
Your mother is the matrix of the foundation of your human life.
How you understand motherhood, mothering and the spirituality of the Divine and Sacred
Mother is intricately interwoven with how you know your mother. Your mother’s DNA created
you and her ova or womb shaped you and her beingness gave you the incredible gift of being
alive.
Until we individually and collectively re-evaluate this powerful primary relationship, no matter
how much we try, there will be times where we will either be in reaction to, or a replica of, how
we were mothered. We will not be authentically ourselves. We will not be sovereign in our
choices. We will not be fully conscious in body and mind. Instead, we will repeat the hurts and
patterns we experienced as young people and stay blind.
This is why all MotherQuests start with Bone Mother.
We are going to the core of who we know ourselves to be, and then go even deeper. We are
going to the core of who Love, or Great Spirit, or the Divine Mother knows us to be and with
her loving guidance we will do the soul work required to allow our essential spirit – while in her
mothering years – to be free.
*We speak here of your birth mother, the mother whose genetic line created your body and gave you a body and life.
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ANCESTRESSY
In Indigenous wisdom traditions and throughout Asia and Africa,
spirituality is woven deeply with ancestral ties. A child is born knowing
who they are through their relationship with family, tribe and culture. If a
person is living or has died, it makes no difference. They are still family and
are eternally present in memory and stories.
Your ancestors are always with you.
Traditional Chinese Medicine teaches that your bones are the antennae
that conduct universal energy through your physical and energetic bodies.
The marrow of your bones makes your blood. It is the iron bound to your
hemoglobin within your blood that carries your spirit, through your breath
(oxygen), into earthly life. Your blood ties, or your inherited karma, is also
carried through your blood in your DNA and so is your epigenetic herstory.
Your ancestors and your parents are always with you. You carry them
within your bones and blood.
So, when Bone Mother first comes rattling and shaking into your life, she
comes to awaken you to know the wisdom of your Ancestresses, the
women of your blood and bones.
The women who have given you life.
Always with you and yet beyond the veil of this world, your foremothers
live within every cell of your body. Their DNA is coded intricately into your
cells. Their herstories are wrapped permanently within your mitochondria,
linking your physicality directly back to your very first mother.

“I am the sum total of my ancestors. I carry their DNA.
We are representatives of a long line of people and we cart
them around everywhere this long line of people that
goes back to the beginning of time.
And when we meet - they meet, other lines of people
and we say : bring together the lines of me”
- JAMIE CATTO
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Bone Mother is whispering to you

"It is time for you to know your tribe. It is time for you to own your lineage.
You come from an unbroken line of women who survived to birth children. It
is also time for you to claim your place in a long line of women who have
mothered, and all women of a certain age are mothers to something."
....................................................

In her Awakening aspect, Bone Mother has come to help you to re-member
your Grandmother’s wisdom and to help you unlock the unwavering love and
maternal strength of your MotherLine.
Bone Mother has also come to help you restore, perhaps heal, and celebrate
your relationship with your own Mother by reclaiming the unbiased
wholeness of her herstory, as well as to accept and transcend the soul
contracts you have incarnated with each other.
The Ancestresses of your Mother’s Line are the maternal bloodline you were
born from and belong to.
You may avoid your family, you may think that you don’t belong, but your
cells do not lie. You are a child of your Mother’s Line with a destiny you can
chose to accept, resist or deny, but it’s there, it’s yours for this lifetime. Both
the gifts and the challenges of your mother and your maternal lineage are
perfect for you to do the profound work of authentication, the art of fully
embodying the becoming expression of your unique and precious soul.
Through connection, acceptance and belonging, Bone Mother has come to
help you surpass your karmic ancestressal bonds and set your unique soul
free. Ultimately, Bone Mother can lift you to the transcendent Truth of
Belonging - that we all belong to the same human tribe.

Though before we can have peace with all other tribes,
we need to find peace within our own…
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BONE MOTHER’S

Sacred Quests

CALLING YOUR ANCESTRESSES
WEAVING YOUR MEDICINE WHEEL

In First Nation American traditions, every child is energetically held by the seven
preceding generations. Your ‘Medicine Wheel’ is a series of seven concentric
circles, each representing the seven generations, or 254 people, who came
together over seven generations to create, YOU.
Every child is born with a unique gift of the seven generations before. Each one
of us holds certain tasks, wisdom and wounding within our Medicine Wheel.
These rich tapestries of ancestral karma or work, hold both the gifts and the
challenges that our souls agreed to carry for specific ancestors.
Your unique soul has come into an unrepeatable mandala of existence. Which
is why siblings may have the same parents but have completely individual
spiritual and karmic relationships with their families and manifest different
circumstances within their lives.
You were born with both soul gifts and soul challenges and whether you
choose to authenticate through those challenges or whether you are able
realise your gifts depends on you. It is like you are born into a tapestry with
golden threads to heal, reweave and remember, silken threads to create your
own unique patterns, and challenge threads that are your opportunity to heal,
pull out, snip, untangle or set free.
By awakening Bone Mother, you are now ready to connect with your ancestors
and connect deeply with their love. It’s time to intimately invite their love,
wisdom and strength into your life. It is time to own your pattern within your
ancestral tapestry and to call your grandmothers by their names.
It is time to enter your Bone Mother Quest and to start this process we begin
intergenerationally. It is time for you to accept your soul's contracts with the
lineages of your incarnation and claim your place, as a beloved daughter in your
MotherLine.
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SACRED QUEST

Quest One

1

Gathering your Herstories
YOUR QUEST TASK
Learn the names and life story of the past seven generations of
women in your maternal lineage.

Your first Awakening task is to step into the honoured position of
Story Keeper by allowing your ears and heart to become the
sacred holder of your MotherLine’s collected stories.
In written history, most women’s lives have been deemed too
unimportant to record or to write about. The sacred work of
birthing, living and loving, have been considered secondary to
winning battles, building bridges or conquering nations.
Your first Bone Mother Task begins with gathering your
Ancestressal her-stories. That is, the Matrilineal stories starting not
with your mother, but with your mother’s mother, grandmother
and great-grandmother, as far back as you can gather.

QUEST 1

QUEST 2

It’s time to reweave your herstory.
QUEST 3
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STORY GATHERING
REWEAVING THE WISDOM OF YOUR MOTHERLINE
Every bloodline holds its own particular gifts and wisdom. Your opportunity is to dive into
your ancestressal richness and dance their wisdom into your daily life. One of the ways
you can do this is by gathering their stories.
Stories change moment to moment and the art of storytelling is the skill of weaving
strands of time and knowing, into patterns that shape our understanding of life.
Storytellers weave to provide memories, heal wounding, create culture and make
meaning.
You are to prepare your heart and step into your soul and become the living Story Basket,
secret keeper and wisdom weaver for your own and future generations.
There are three levels of ancestressal story gathering:
Facts: Births, deaths and marriages
Family myths : The anecdotal remembering of individuals that have shaped your
familial life. These stories and myths might not necessarily be true, but they cloud and
influence your perception and remembering; and,
Inner Knowing : Your intuitive knowing of the women speaking through your blood
and bones. This is your Gnosis, what you Know to be True because you embody it.
What do you know of your Grandmother’s or Great Grandmother’s stories?

Did they come from the land that you currently live in, or did they travel long distances
from their homeland? If so, what were the circumstances of their travels and how much
of their herstory can you connect with or relate to?
What adversity, separation, and hardship did they have to endure?
Were they wealthy and free? Or were they escaping misfortune and poverty?
What themes, patterns, beliefs and attitudes are you carrying that have been handed
down through your MotherLine?
Collect each story gently with an open and loving heart. Sometimes a cherished auntie or
a distant cousin is an easier place to start collecting, than with your mother or
grandmother.
Some stories will be easily received. Other stories may feel like wounding burdens to
carry and other stories could be gifts given at high price or with the bestowment of great
honour.
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Some stories will not wish to be found.
Step into this task with great reverence and
protective self-awareness. Some stories will
come with the shadowy teeth of shame,
guilt, or denial. Some stories will come with
unexpected surprises.
Family secrets have stayed secret because
the pain of exposure was greater than the
pain of denial. Please respect this and be
careful of your tender heart. Gather your
story threads gently and be kind to
everyone, including yourself.
Approach all stories with the nonjudgemental knowing that every mother
comes with her own culture, norms,
expectations, experiences and conditioning
of the women of her time.
Your values and freedom are the legacies
that your foremothers gave to you, do not
judge them through your own lenses of
liberation, education and abundance.
You are exploring your MotherLine for a
reason. Your matrilineal lineage is encoded
in your cells. If you have an easier affinity
with your father/paternal line than your
MotherLine, look objectively into why. Why
is it easier for you to own your Father’s Line
… and not your Mother’s?
Oh and be warned! Searching ancestral and
genealogy software can be highly addictive!
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THOUGHTS & INSPIRATIONS
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SACRED QUEST

Quest Two

2

Honouring your Ancestresses and MotherLine
YOUR QUEST TASK
To honour your maternal lineage by creating a MotherLine Altar
[or place of recognition].
This will become your place of re-membering, of re-evaluating and
putting back together. Your Mother Altar will become the place that
you can re-envisage your maternal relationship anew.
Your MotherLine Altar can become a place of loving emanation. When
you pass by it you could remember that you belong, that you are
connected, and that you are the living love of your foremothers’ gift of
life. You are the living hope that they once only dreamed about.

QUEST 1

QUEST 2

QUEST 3
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CREATING A MOTHERLINE ALTAR
Find a specific space worthy of reverence and place on it photos of yourself, your
mother, your maternal grandmother and maternal great-grandmothers as far back
as you are able. This could be a mantelpiece, on top of your dresser, a row in your
bookshelf. Mine is on the top of my great aunt's piano.
If initially you don't have photos, you are welcome to place rocks, objects, drawings
and symbols that represent the foremothers you are inviting into your conscious
awareness. Also, place photos or symbolic items to represent all your creative
children. Let this space become your sacred place for reconnecting to your ancestral
heritage and wisdom.
Your altar can also become a physical place that you can symbolically go to, to draw
upon maternal strength and wisdom. Where you can cement into your embodied
understanding that you have countless generations of love, courage, and mothering
standing behind you.
Actively seek connection to the feminine lineage you belong to. Light a candle or
say a prayer of recognition. Go to them daily for support and use your sacred
imagination to open to their abundant love.
If you are seeking strength, or resilience, or love, imagine a long long line of Mothers
who love you (like you love all those who are special to you) standing behind you
pouring a river of liquid loving light into your body and soul.
This is sacred work, and sacred work vibrates on the level of Spirit and Soul where
only love exists, not the dense confusion of ego, personality and fear. No matter the
hardship, dysfunction or challenge that may currently be in your heart or family, you
are loved.
There’s a long line of survivors and powerful birthing women standing in Spirit
supporting you.
If you have an issue with your children or with your mother – you are invited to put it
symbolically on your altar for altering. Call your foremother’s names and trust the
knowing that you are loved, heard, and listened to. They are your mother’s
ancestresses too.
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SACRED QUEST

Quest Three

3

Find your Strong Grandmother
YOUR QUEST TASK
Use the Bone Woman Meditation, your inner gnowing and sacred
imagination to connect to your strong loving maternal grandmother(s).

You are not going to be able to understand your true relationship with
your mother, regardless if you are great friends, estranged, have never met
your mother or if she has already died, until you have accepted that you
are ‘the beloved daughter’ in your relationship.
Also, you are not going to feel safe about accepting that you are the
daughter, and not the mother, or the fixer, or the wise one, or the
organizer, until you’ve found a Strong Mother presence with whom you
can be authentic, innocent and vulnerable.

QUEST 1

QUEST 2

This may or may not be your mother, but you will find her within your
Mother Line.

QUEST 3
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FINDING YOUR
STRONG GRANDMOTHER
To do this you will need to step deep into your interior landscape and open your
inner knowing. You need to sense-feel back through your layers of sacred
imagination and find the Grandmother who is calling you.
She is the one strong enough to hold you all.

Somewhere in your maternal lineage is a strong vibrant loving mother who holds
unquenchable love for you and all her progeny. Like you, awakening to her soul
work was important. Like you, getting to know herself deeper was important. Just
like you she has battled, triumphed, loved and lost.
Trust your knowing. Trust that she is real. Open to her Mystery.
Trust that even though her time and culture were different to yours, her hands, her
passion, her fearlessness and her courage were just like you. Feel through your body
back through the generations until you find her. You may find far more riches than
you could ever have imagined. Trust her presence within you and connect with her
love.
It’s yours to receive.
If you need a certain type of mothering quality, if you are going through a
particularly hard time, or if your relationship with your own mother is in tatters, use
your sacred imagination to talk with your Strong Grandmother and ask for her
presence and support.
The most potent time to call on her is in your pre menstruum, particularly three
days just before and as you start your monthly bleed. This is the time your etheric
body and veils of perception are the most open and sensitive. Your menstrual blood
is the same miraculous substance that creates human life and inside every cell of
your menstruation is your foremother’s DNA.
Call on her for strength. Call on her for love. Call on her wisdom to help you see a
greater vision of healing potential and love.
Call on her to remember the wisdom, power and sacredness of your embodied

Belonging
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HANDING BACK ALL
THAT IS NOT YOURS TO CARRY
This is a sacred ritual for you to energetically 'hand back' and release the beliefs,
lack of responsibility, hurts and consequences that you are carrying that do not
belong, or did not start with you.
Family Constellations philosophy says that it is blind love and devotion that causes
a child to take on board the adult roles in the relationship. As a small child, this will
happen when we see our parent’s struggle, with acute perception and sensitivity
to their feelings, while coupled with the total naivety about the bigger picture of
the world. A child will take responsibility for behaviours and emotions that they
want to save or protect their parents from, and spiritually and emotionally we are
burdened by the emotions that we believe we need to be responsible for. We carry
our unprocessed emotions in the neuropeptides within our cells throughout our
body. Not just our brains, but in our organs, muscles and bones. These manifest as
painful sensations that Buddhist call Saṅkhāras or in somatic therapy are call
imprints or attachments.
Where in your body are you holding the unprocessed emotions of resentment,
loneliness, emptiness, unforgiveness and anger?
Please make sure you will be uninterrupted during this process:

Go to the garden and find a stone
Then go to your MotherLine Altar
Feel into your body and give yourself full permission to feel ALL your feelings
without analysis or censure. Locate where in your body the feelings are
conglomerated and using your Sacred Imagination lift the feelings out of your
body and send them into the stone (the Earth is wise and transmutable, she is
also our Mother who can hold all, she seriously can hold these emotions, let her
take care of you). Make sure the emotions completely leave your body … and
the beliefs, concepts and notions that are causing them.
Now place the stone on your MotherLine and say:
“I now, for all time hand back this (say issue/belief/memory). It does not
belong to me. I am reclaiming my innocence. I send (this issue) back to where it
came from and then back to Source (God, Love, Great Spirit). I am now clearing
this pattern from my body, my consciousness, my Ancestral line and my Soul.
This is no longer my issue. I am the little one, a daughter of this lineage. I AM the
Strong Woman clearing (the issue) from my MotherLine.”

Now actually feel the issue leaving your body and going to the person/soul who
created the issue and then disappearing back to the source of its creation and
then back to Love. Claim your Bone Mother Wisdom and stand fully in your
power.
Own your place as a Strong Woman within your MotherLIne.
Spend some quiet time feeling the release and vulnerability of emptiness (don’t over
think this, your mind will catch up later). Allow the Divine Mother's love to hold you.

SACRED RITUAL
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IF THERE IS RESISTANCE:
It’s not your personality or your ideas about
parenting that has drawn you to your
MotherLIne but your soul journey and the
perfectly imperfect perfection of your parents.
Their good bits, their bad bits, the places where
you struggle and the places where you are
blessed. All of these add up to the textured
weaving of opportunities to clear your karmic
ties in this lifetime.
Certainly, there are things that monumentally
mess up the weaving. The brutal ripping of war
and tragedy, the knots and confusion of sexual
abuse and secrets, denied love, unspoken
shame and pain, disconnected adoption,
silenced miscarriage, unexpressed grief and
tragedy. All of these mess up the original
loving design and keep disharmony travelling
down through subsequent generations.
Thankfully, we are living in a time where there
are psychological technologies available for us
to clear what we are carrying for our parents
and grandparent’s generation that never was
ours to carry.
Their anger, their shame, their disconnection,
their grief - it is possible to ‘hand these back’
emotionally as well as psychically and
spiritually. It is our consciousness that shifts
trauma out of our bodies and changes the
structure of our DNA. The study of epigenetic
has now proven scientifically, that as we feel,
process, release and transcend our personal
and embodied inheritance we also change our
ancestral patterns and children’s DNA.
We are living in a time where generationally we
can claim ‘the buck stops with me’ and
through our powerful intentions and conscious
will, we can intentionally heal both forwards
and backwards in time. Setting ourselves, our
past and our children free in the process
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RITUAL NOTES
WHAT ARE YOU HANDING BACK?

WORK & EDUCATION
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SHADOW WORK
It's so easy to be enlightened when we live
thousands of miles away from our family. It's
even easier to be spiritual when we bypass the
grief, fear, oppression, anger and tragedy of our
childhood or the ancestors we carry in our
bones.
However, by midlife, our epigenetic wounding
and wisdom catches up with us. So does our
blind love, the ways we learnt to abandon our
authentic self expression in order to create the
love, safety, peace, and consciousness to
receive the love we needed when we were a
child.
The deeper we travel into Bone Mother's
territory, the closer we get to the golden soul
truth of Belonging,
and it's here without
realising, that we start tripping over and free
falling into our shadow.
As we start our dance in Bone Mother's
Shadowlands, we start to encountering her
shadows.. How the hurts of isolation, rejection,
abandonment and disconnection rise up and

convince us that we are not enough, we aren't
of value and that we do not belong.
In Truth, none of these things are true, You are
the one gloriously unique version of love that
only you can do. You are here because
Humanity needs you. You belong, like every
one of us.
To travel deeper into your Bone Mother Quest,
to heal your shadows of belonging and step up
to your spiritual adulthood, you must decide to
take responsibility for your inner wounded
daughter and heal her.
Just like us, our parents are perfectly imperfect
and never could be the mother of our soul.
That is our job. Mothering ourselves into self
mastery is our responsibility.
To access the full power of your birthright of
belonging you must become the mother of
your own Beloved Inner Child, and love her
unconditionally.
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POWER MYSTERIES
You have the capacity within you to not only heal but transcend the epigenetic hurts,
patterns, curses and beliefs that have bound your soul into your bloodline. You have the
ability to make your physical vessel truly your own. You also have the potential to break
the patterns from past generations and stand as Soul Keeper and Wisdom Gateway for
the next seven generations.
This is not spiritual fluff and mumbo jumbo. It is scientific and psychological fact. You are
that powerful. You were born to become the Strong Woman of your generation, it is part
of your destiny. Once you have faced and transmuted your personal Bone Mother
gremlins, you then have the capacity to face and transcend your lineage shadows. This
will release your soul from any hooks, other than unconditional love, that bind it to the
four lineages of your birth.
This can only be done once you have fully accepted your place as a Beloved Daughter of
your Mother and Father Lines. Once you have accepted this responsibility, you can dive
into the Mysteries of your lineage and open fully to the wisdom and wonderment of
your ancestors. Their epigenetic joy is waiting.
With the embodied awareness of your ancestral presence, the love and support of the
healed ones within your spine, you will be the Mystery Keeper made for our times.
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GOING DEEPER
INTO BONE MOTHER WISDOM
Ancestressy work is part of my life's calling and it
certainly is one of my greatest passions.
Twice a year through Ministry of She, I run the
seven week course Ancestressy, which is a depth
dive into Bone Mother's Wisdom. Given to me by

“For she who cannot sink into the
pain of her mother’s experience,
who cannot imagine her grief, love,
bitterness, life’s tragedy, life’s joy,
remains forever a daughter, frozen
in her development”
- Naomi Ruth Lowinsky PhD

my Great Grandmother in a dream, Ancestressy
heals seven psycho-spiritual aspects of our
maternal lineage, seven generations forward and
backwards through time.

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES

When ready, you can also attend the Strong

Mark Wolynn : It didn't start with you

Woman Module of MotherQuest's Barefoot

Brian Sykes : Seven Daughters of Eve

Priestess training, or if healing your mother-

Tokapa Turner : Belonging

daughter relationship is required, attending our

Resmaa Menakem : My Grandmother's Hands

Dancing in the Shadowlands training is highly

Gay'wu Group of women : Song Spirals

recommended.

Lhamo x

Daniel Foor : Ancestral Medicine
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Bone Mother Prayer
Great Spirit
I am ready to surrender my relationship
with my MotherLine to you.
My foremothers have given me my life,
and for that I am grateful,
There are places in my MotherLine
that cause me pain, Upon your altar
I am ready to lay my burdens down.
I am now ready to release the past,
present and future, and all that is
no longer mine to carry,
I ask that your present loving
peace comes to me right now
washing my MotherLine and my whole self, free,
Uplifting and restoring our relationship,
to your original plan.
Help us come back to love.
Help me gain the inner strength to release my mother
from my expectations and accountability.
Let me see her only with the eyes of love, instead.
Great Spirit I ask that you become
the altar of love between us.
Teach me moment by moment
how to regard my mother
my MotherLine
motherhood and
mothering
in a new way.
I am ready to stand fully in my place
as a daughter
in my mother’s line.
So it is and so it is so.
Amen
Lhamo
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CHECKLIST ONE
BONE MOTHER WISDOM

INSTRUCTIONS: To help you stay on track with your Bone Mother Quest and to
help you see how much you achieved this week and by the end of the course,
tick off each task when theyre completed.

READ INVOCATION + LISTEN TO BONE MAMA MEDITATION
READ AWAKENING WISDOM NOTES
COMPLETE SECTION 1 : READ ANCESTRESSY
COMPLETE 1ST QUEST ; GATHERING YOUR HERSTORIES
COMPLETE SECTION 2 : READ REWEAVING MOTHERLINE WISDOM
COMPLETE 2ND QUEST ; BUILD YOUR MOTHERLINE ALTAR
COMPLETE SECTION 3 : READ FINDING YOUR STRONG GRANDMA
COMPLETE 3RD QUEST ; LISTEN TO BONE MOTHER MEDITATION
UNDERTAKE THE BONE MOTHER RITUAL OF HANDING BACK
DO I NEED TO GO DEEPER INTO MY SHADOWS OF BELONGING?
AM I READY TO BE KEEPER OF ANCESTRAL WISDOM?
DO I WANT TO BUY A BOOK OR DO ANOTHER COURSE?
DO I BELONG IN MOTHERQUEST?

absolutely!
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"Belonging is
our inner anchor that
roots us to an eternal
love that never
leaves"
LHAMO
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